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Q1 The evidence in the assessment undertaken supports the need for the
continued use of cumulative impact provisions in Worcester City Centre.
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Q2 Limiting the application of cumulative impact provisions to late night
drinking establishments and late night food establishments between the

hours as specified earlier in this document) addresses the issues
identified in the assessment in relation to the four licensing objectives:
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Q3 According to the evidence provided, the area identifed for the
application of cumulative impact provisions covers the relevant area of the

City Centre.
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Q4 Do you have any further general comments?
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Consultation Questionnaire Comments 

 

Q1 The evidence in the assessment undertaken supports the need for the 

continued use of cumulative impact provisions in Worcester City Centre. 

 

1. The heat map of crimes supplied by the Police proves that the City Centre is a hotspot 

and means that there should be measures in place to reduce the impact. 

2. There are clubs in the area so why ban restaurants trying to provide food late night 

without alcohol. Stop banning food when you’re letting clubs sell alcohol. 

3. Sick of vomit cans & bottles, urine & human faeces in BHW. Local shops selling to 

known street drinkers is not helping. The supermarket next to BHW dumps their 

business rubbish in the alley, I have witnessed it, the owner told me the council says 

it's ok. 

4. Many inebriated individuals in the city centre that cause chaos to the public and the 

police. 

5. The incidents of public disorder in the early hours of the morning is increasing.  There 

are a greater number of residential units now in the city centre and this has an impact 

on their quality of life 

6. There is evidence of ASB and alcohol related harm in Worcester 

7. concerned at need to link with planning policies 

8. Disagree. The night time economy is hugely important to the growth of the Uni and the 

young population. Anything that limits business growth associated with it is bad. 

9. High levels of licensed premises that require close scrutiny and the ability to question 

future applications to reduce crime and disorder 

10. Evidence suggests that local licensing policies appear to be associated with a 

reduction in alcohol-related hospital admissions 

11. It is clear that there may be some benefit to retaining a zone of sorts , however this 

could be made more fitting to the needs and problems caused ie a reduction in the 

area and consider a limited time frame so it catches the more problematic vertical 

drinking establishments. 

 

Q2 Limiting the application of cumulative impact provisions to late night 

drinking establishments and late night food establishments between the 

hours as specified earlier in this document) addresses the issues 

identified in the assessment in relation to the four licensing objectives: 

No comments  

 



Q3 According to the evidence provided, the area identified for the 

application of cumulative impact provisions covers the relevant area of 

the 

1. We believe the main areas are covered for the current issues in the city centre. 

However, we feel that it should cover more of the riverside to include from the Old 

Palace river front towards the Dolday Region and then up to the Viaduct and along the 

Butts. There are not many licensed premises or issues there currently but if licenses 

were easily granted with the future development of the riverside this may become an 

issue in the future. 

2. The concentration of alcohol related incidents towards The Cross isn't show to be 

related the size / area identified for application of CIP. 

3. Should have lesser opening hours 

4. The area needs to include the whole of Friar Street and the proposed development of 

the arches behind Magdala Court/Hive 

5. I would like to see Cathedral Square included.  This is a residential area (including 

hotel guests) and is full of licensed venues. This is different from the orignially planned 

retail environment and I think we should have some protection and control against any 

extension to the night time economy here. 

6. Area needs to be wider 

7. Evidence suggests that at present the area covered by the current CIP are relevant 

 

Q4 Do you have any further general comments? 

1. If you're so determined close down all of the clubs. Stop putting small businesses out 

of business and sending them packing out of Worcester. The main concern is the 

clubs where people are able to get drunk NOT THE LATE NIGHT REFRESHMENTS. 

It is so unfair that clubs where drinks and drinks are many can run late night whereas 

food establishments cannot. Its bizarre. 

2. Yes.  Violence and anti social behaviour happens everywhere.   

3. There is no mention of off licences.  Should they be included in the cumulative impact 

zone? they have been a source of concern in the past & arguably are more influential 

in health harm to the resident population 

4. More restrictions on alcohol. Fewer establishments selling alcohol and late night take 

away food. 

5. Try to link with planning policies 

6. A more proactive approach should be adapted and too often licence applications that 

would be successful for the city and attract visitors are dismissed.   

7. I work in local government and organise consultations regularly. I know you wonâ€™t 

really pay attention to my comments. 

8. Its all a bit too late...your closing the door after the horse has bolted. 

9. The CIZ is an essential tool to be able to scrutinise future applicants ensuring that 

responsible businesses are able to open and thrive, but still providing an ability to 

challenge those whose business model is focussed on profit and not responsible 

operating methods 



10. Agree with all statements as this should prevent public nuisance, increase public 

safety and protect children from harm as far as can be done    

11. Although there are no licensing objectives related directly to health.  The committee 

should consider the considerable cost to the ambulance service and NHS from alcohol 

related ambulance pick ups and transfers and treatment by A&E departments 

12. The current provision is excessive and prohibitive in terms of allowing the economic 

development of the City, particularly where there are at least two large vacant 

premises that could provide good income and by being renovated and used could 

improve the Angel Place area of the city dramatically. 
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